
 

 
Thanks to your feedback we’ve managed to crush a bunch of game-breaking bugs in this 
month’s bugfix patch! Keep the bug reports coming! 

Known Issues 
1. Entering a Nudity Zone (like Jenna’s room, or the changing booth in the Gear 

Shop), taking your badge off, leaving the Nudity Zone, and trying to exit the 
building will cause you to be unable to leave the building until you put the badge 
back on.  
Workaround: Just put your badge back on to be able to leave the building. 

Changelog 
- Added character sprites for the Florian Oozer. 
- Added new art to replace the old CGs for the current townhall scenes. 
- Modified street lights to have a glow when they are turned on. 
- Modified the VR soldiers to properly nerf them so the fights in the VR are actually 

possible. 
- Modified the VR fights to repair the guard armor on Jenna before each fight. 
- Modified how CG animations are rendered to ensure they fit the screen properly. 
- Fixed sorting issues with some objects in Carceburg houses. 
- Fixed a door in sublevel 2 not being properly locked. 
- Fixed weird visual issues with CG animations. 
- Fixed old environment textures still being in the prologue. 
- Fixed problem where reaching the end of waitressing would softlock you. 
- Fixed sorting issues that would occur with Jenna’s nipples when not wearnig a bra and 

having the vibrosuit open. 
- Fixed ‘Flashback Loss’ not playing the proper scene in the Gallery. 



 

- Fixed Prelewd CG animation still playing after the scene ends. 
- Fixed Karen missing her nipples during early scenes. 
- Fixed problem where triggering a fight from the deprecated combat system after it was 

already done would softlock the game. 
- Fixed bug where enemy turns would go on infinitely until you eventually lost the fight. 
- Fixed missing moan sound effects on the tentacles in VR. 
- Fixed characters sometimes getting locked out of a fight by the doors in sublevel 2. 
- Fixed bug where Florian Hookers would pull a character onto the same tile as another 

character. 
- Fixed multiple problems surrounding the Florian Oozer’s self-destruct ability. 

 


